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Wow talent with your unique 

brand story
Promote your company culture to more than 250 million people visiting 
Indeed each month.1 Let them experience what it’s like working at your 
company so you can attract and retain the right talent.

Follow

Snapshot

See more about…

Why Join Us Reviews Salaries Photos Jobs Q&A

Working at Wavewood

We’re more than a company -

we’re a community

WE LIKE YOU,
TOO :)

Wavewood 
4.5

Showcase your brand

Showcase your unique 
employer brand   — people 
who visit your Company 
Page are 4X more likely 
to apply for a job at 
your company.2

Engage in 

honest conversations

Talk openly and honestly 
to people who are 
interested in your company 
through reviews, questions 
and answers.

Check your vitals

See who’s interested in your 
company, what employees 
say about working there 
and learn how you stack up 
against the competition so 
you can better attract and 
retain talent.



The next era of employer brand

leadership is upon us. While

causing unprecedented

disruption, change and

economic impact around the

world, the COVID-19 pandemic

has driven companies to put

people before profits at a scale

never encountered before. Here

are three initiatives to focus on

as this new era begins:

1. Build your employer brand
leadership capability
If employer branding is to realise

its true value as a business

function, current and future

employer brand leaders should

develop their leadership

competencies in the area of

business strategy and planning,

trends analysis, people

leadership and management

reporting. As an industry we

need to demonstrate our

contribution to organisations

beyond EVP, talent acquisition

or recruitment marketing

expertise. These important areas

are part of your employer brand

architecture, however, they

should not be managed in

isolation. 

Leaders responsible for the

employer brand should educate

and influence the senior

leadership team in the value a

strategic focus on employer

branding brings and at the same

time, take their place within this

leadership group.

2. Reimagine the employment
experience
Measuring candidate and

employee experience on a real

time basis and being agile in

adapting people policies,

systems and practices to

enhance the employment

experience is the key to the

success of your employer brand

in this new era.

3. Build a global ecosystem of
trusted partners
Think holistically and don’t limit

your employer brand team to

internal talent to support your

short and long term employer

brand needs. Your employer

brand team should include the

best availability talent anywhere

in the world that is aligned with

local labour laws, financial

resources and your company’s

stage of lifecycle. 

Employer Branding College
www.employerbrandingcollege.com

Employer Brand International
www.employerbrandinternational.com

Brett Minchington
Chairman/CEO

brett@employerbrandinternational.com

I f  employer branding
is  to real ise i ts  true
value as a business
function,  current and
future employer
brand leaders should
develop their
leadership
competencies in the
area of business
strategy and
planning,  trends
analysis ,  people
leadership and
management
report ing.
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TM

accelerate

www.employerbrandingcollege.com/accelerate

A 10  WEEK  INTENSIVE

INTERNATIONAL  CERTIFICATION

R E G I S T E R  B E F O R E  3 1  J U L Y  

&  R E C E I V E  € 1 0 0 0  O F F  

C O U R S E  F E E S  P L U S  

F R E E  2  D A Y  T I C K E T  T O  

WO R L D  E M P L O Y E R  B R A N D I N G
D A Y  2 0 2 0

NEXT  COURSE  STARTS

SEPTEMBER  2020

http://www.employerbrandingcollege.com/accelerate


The current global pandemic

has challenged businesses like

never before, and this includes

how they protect and reinforce

their employer brand.

1. Emphasis on employee
retention
Firstly, we believe greater

emphasis should be placed on

employee retention. When this

pandemic passes over, people

will remember the brands that

got behind their team in tough

times, and those that didn’t.

That will undoubtedly influence

which employers will have the

pick of the top talent available

moving forward.

Remain people-centric through

frequent communications with

the workforce, especially those

working remotely, to ensure

they’re up-to-date on any

developments and that they

aren’t experiencing any

difficulties. In addition, explore

potential L&D opportunities to

help upskill team members. Not

only will this strengthen their

bond with the brand, but open

up new opportunities for the

business post-pandemic.

2. Digitise brand processes
Speaking of remote working, our

second recommendation is to

digitise the processes for the

remote workers responsible for

looking after brand messaging.

By ensuring they have a digital

platform to adapt both

communications when required,

this clamps down on

inconsistencies and allows

brands to reach audiences faster

and cost-effectively. Plus, this

means a lot less stress, which is

something we could all benefit

from right now!

3. Modify your hiring strategy
Finally, brands should modify

their hiring strategy to embrace

the transition to “the new

normal.” Make video interviews

common practice. Build

interview questions around the

essence of the employer brand.

Ensure recruits can access

digitised company literature to

ease the onboarding process. By

making these changes now,

brands can help manage and

bolster their brand both during

the pandemic and long term. 

Papirfly
www.papirfly.com

 
Justin Diver

Global Sales
Director

justin@papirfly.com 
 +44 (0) 207 096 0741 

When this  pandemic
passes over,  people
wil l  remember what
brands got behind
their  team in tough
times,  and which
ones didn’t .  That wi l l
undoubtedly
inf luence which
employers wi l l  have
the pick of  the top
talent avai lable
moving forward.
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Top Employers Institute 
www.top-employers.com 

 
Press contact 

Bronwyn Wainwright 
Content and Brand Specialist 

marketing@top-employers.com 
+31 (0)20 262 99 15 

What is  the
employee’s
experience of  your
organisation’s
response to the
pandemic? Can your
values and the EVP
be seen in act ion?
Learn whether the
employee has new
needs,  interests  and
expectations related
to your company
offer ings.
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Listen to the voice of candidates

to ensure your organisation

improves its attractiveness.

Step into the employee’s
shoes
What is the employee’s

experience of your

organisation’s response to the

pandemic? Can your values and

the EVP be seen in action? Learn

whether the employee has new

needs, interests and

expectations related to your

company offerings.

Redefine your EB strategy
These first two steps need to be

translated into something

concrete. Gathering these

insights is the tool that will help

re-map your employee

experience journey and

enhance your EVP. Your

leadership team needs to take

action to demonstrate how you

will continue being an employer

of choice. After a crisis, we all

know that there are winners and

losers: which do you choose to

be?

Since the outset of the global

public health crisis at the

beginning of 2020, your

employer brand (EB) and in turn,

your employee value

proposition (EVP) have been

undergoing a stress test. It is as

if time has accelerated; two

months seem two years. An

information tsunami has been

impacting your targeted people

and challenging not only their

perceptions of your

organisation’s reputation, but

also what they now expect from

you. 

To what extent is your EB

proving to be real, not merely lip

service. Is it meeting the

changing needs and interests of

your employees because of the

pandemic? There has never

been a more pressing time to

open conversations with

potential candidates and

employees to keep your EB alive

and well. 

Stock check
Step back and look at the

current picture of your

organisation’s reputation, along

with those of your competitors.

Make comparisons and identify

the attributes currently 

 associated with your

organisation’s EB and those that

have been lost.
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As we move away from an

immediate crisis, our sense is

that people will need to look

more long-term in managing

their employer brand. When it

comes to strategy, knowledge is

key. So rather than immediate

initiatives, our advice would be

to gain understanding of the

things that can better prepare

you for any future.

 

Employer reputation audit
Has the perception of your

brand changed? How are your

employees feeling right now?

How have you delivered on your

brand pillars? Whether

positively or negatively, it’s likely

that this crisis will have moved

the dial on your employer

brand–meaning that you may

need to revise how you manage

your message. Whether it’s a

pulse survey or baseline

research project, knowing

where you are makes it a lot

easier to navigate to where you

want to be.

Channel audit
How are you communicating

with your employees? Where

are your messages seen for

potential recruits? 

Symphony Talent
www.symphonytalent.com

 
Craig Barnett

Head of New Client Strategy
Craig.barnett@symphonytalent.com

+ 44 (0) 7841 368549

Many businesses
could benefit  from a
clear content
strategy.  One that
art iculates what you
want to say,  what
your audience want
(and need) to hear,
and the ideal
platforms for those
messages.
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And what channels are you

using to speak to remote

workers? Managing your

employer brand is as much

about what you say as how you

say it. So assess all the

communication tools you have

at your disposal. Whether social

media platform, careers website,

internal platform, CRM system or

reminders for people to speak in

person, understanding your

channels and how to best use

them will be the difference

between building and

damaging your brand.

Content strategy audit
Many businesses could benefit

from a clear content strategy.

One that articulates what you

want to say, what your audience

want (and need) to hear, and the

ideal platforms for those

messages. Preparing these

structures now can pave the

way for easier collection,

curation and creation of content,

as well as providing a framework

that can empower individual

teams to run work streams

themselves. 

http://www.symphonytalent.com/
http://www.symphonytalent.com/
http://www.symphonytalent.com/
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Brand,  
meet  
talent

D A T A - D R I V E N  A N D  C R E A T I V E .

We’re constantly defining the talent experience.  

++

EVP Development & Activation, Recruitment Marketing, 
Talent Marketing Technology (Career Websites,  
CRM, Programmatic Media), Social Media & Content,  
Internal Comms.

Get in touch 
 
Craig Barnett 

Head of new Client Strategy 

+ 44 (0) 7841 368549

craig.barnett@symphonytalent.com S Y M P H O N Y T A L E N T . C O M



Create candidate personas by
talking to your most prized
asset-your people
Find out why they work for your

company, why they applied, and

what they wish they had known

before applying. Your

employees are your employer

brand, so take the time to fully

understand your employee’s

motivations to work for you. This

will help you market to, engage,

and attract candidates who will

buy into your company's values

and goals.

Authenticity is key
Allow your employees to be

open and honest about your

company's efforts during the

pandemic. If your company is

going through tough

restructuring processes, it may

seem harder to manage your

employer brand. The key is to be

open and honest with your

employees so that they feel

comfortable and well informed

when discussing your

company's efforts on socials and

to candidates. 

The key is  to be open
and honest with your
employees so that
they feel
comfortable and wel l
informed when
discussing your
company's  efforts  on
socials  and to
candidates.
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This allows you to maintain

authenticity, and keep

candidates informed of how you

did as an employer throughout

some of the most emotionally

and financially toughest months

in the last decade.

Invest in tools that will assist
with engaging, onboarding,
and boosting your employer
brand
With the jump to virtual,

employers are moving to tools

like Live Chats to engage with

candidates and onboard new

employees. Live Chats allow you

to be fully transparent with your

candidates/new hires. You can

also continue to benefit long

after the event is over by

publishing the discussions that

took place straight to your social

channels. With 98% of

candidates saying they planned

to apply after attending a live

chat, what are you waiting for?

PathMotion
www.pathmotion.com

 
Zoe Forbes-Pyfrom

+44 (0) 20 7993 6731

http://www.worldemployerbrandingday.community/


Regain control of your employer brand and attract talent

PathMotion is an online discussion platform that connects job candidates to 
real employees via the company’s career website and through live chat events, 

video content and social media.

Organisations like Orange, KPMG, Mars, AIRBUS, Deloitte and more choose 
PathMotion to increase their qualified applicants by over 200% and improve 

their job offer acceptance rate by 65%.

              “We chose to 
use PathMotion 
because of the 

ability it gave us to 
reach such a wide 

audience”

Emma Britton, Citi



1. Be honest about the harsh
realities of your employee
experience, especially if the
demands and expectations
have recently changed
If you want to define a fully

authentic employee experience,

then you need to seek out the

harsh realities within your

organization and craft a

balanced value exchange rather

than a one-way broadcast of

your strengths.

At Ph.Creative, we call this two-

way value exchange the ‘Give &

Get’. In crisis, there’s a massive

opportunity to stress-test the

culture your organization has

created. Through adversity,

you’re able to rally your people

and take practical steps towards

the aspirational version of your

employer brand. 

2. Leverage employee-
generated content
It’s important to leverage stories

that are true, authentic, personal

and have a good story-arc. The

most powerful brand influencers

are your employees. To build a

brand that resonates with

people on a personal level, you

need to create an affinity and

empathy for personal

circumstances. Employee

stories can help you achieve

this.

Ph.Creative
www.ph-creative.com

 
Bryan Adams

CEO & Founder
bryan@ph-creative.com

I f  you want to define
a ful ly  authentic
employee experience,
then you need to seek
out the harsh real it ies
within your
organization and
craft  a balanced
value exchange
rather than a one-
way broadcast of
your strengths.
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Even the smallest stories can

convey empathy and

compassion in ways that big-

budget marketing or employer

brand campaigns can’t.

 

COVID-19 has reminded us all

that human interaction and

personal relationships are what

we value above all else. We find

solace in connecting to and

relating with others. The same

rules apply to brands.

3. Re-assess whether your EVP
still holds water
A lot has changed since the start

of 2020, don’t assume that your

current proposition is still

relevant or competitive enough

to attract the people you want.

With any slight change, there’s a

good chance the employee

experience and the ‘ask’ from

leadership has evolved. This

means there are new

opportunities for inspiration and

aspiration, as well new elements

of adversity to position and

explain.

Listen, investigate and engage

with your people to quickly

assess whether your current EVP

still holds water. Find out what’s

missing and what needs to be

dialled up or down. 

http://www.ph-creative.com/
http://www.ph-creative.com/
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GLOBAL EMPLOYER BR ANDING AGENCY |  W W W.PH-CREATIVE.COM

THIS IS THE BOOK EMPLOYER BRANDING HAS 
BEEN WAITING FOR. THIS IS HOW IT’S DONE.

G I V E &G E T
EMPLOYER BRANDING

MICHAEL COHN, PARTNER, GSV VENTURES

A V A I L A B L E  N O W  O N

BRYAN ADAMS & CHARLOTTE MARSHALL

GIVE AND GET ISN’T JUST ABOUT BEING 
MORE HONEST OR TRANSPARENT, IT’S 

ABOUT ELEVATING ACHIEVEMENTS AND 
VICTORIES WITH THE TRUTH ABOUT 

HOW THEY’RE POSSIBLE.



Think employee first
Do the inner work first. Now

more than ever employee

wellbeing and creating an

inclusive and transparent

culture that builds trust while

everyone is working remotely is

critical for the survival of our

businesses. So if this is top of

your agenda, let your people do

the talking and make employee

advocacy part of your brand

strategy. At this time the voice of

the employee is more trusted

than ever. 

Re-think your content strategy
There is no blueprint on how to

manage a brand strategy in a

pandemic. A lot of it has to be

driven by awareness of the

situation and how people are

affected. Check in with your

employees and create mindful,

reactive and impactful content.

This year 41% of people have

expressed a desire to retrain or

find more ‘meaningful’ work

(Slater & Gordan, 2020),

therefore it is essential that as

businesses we reflect on what

we are contributing and giving

back to society and adapt our

messaging, and the stories we

tell about our business

accordingly. (e.g. view Amazon’s

sustainability video by clicking

here).

Seenit
https://seenit.io

 
Emily Forbes

CEO and Founder
emily@seenit.io

+44 (0) 7581385746

There is  no blueprint
on how to manage a
brand strategy in a
pandemic.  A lot  of  i t
has to be driven by
awareness of  the
situation and how
people are affected.
Check in with your
employees and
create mindful ,
reactive and
impactful  content.
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therefore it is essential that as

businesses we reflect on what

we are contributing and giving

back to society and adapt our

messaging, and the stories we

tell about our business

accordingly. (e.g. view Amazon’s

sustainability video here).

How your business reacts to
this time will have a long-term
impact on your company
image
What you do now and the

stories you tell during this crisis

will ultimately impact the future

of your employer brand.

Companies have been more

exposed on how they treat their

employees, so remember: be

mindful, reactive, impactful and

think employee-first. 

“In a story, the only way

anyone’s true character is

revealed is by watching how

they deal with adversity,

hardship and loss. Conflict and

adversity are tests of who we

are” -Jim Hardison 

https://blog.aboutamazon.com/sustainability/our-progress-on-the-climate-pledge
https://seenit.io/
https://seenit.io/
https://seenit.io/
https://seenit.io/
https://seenit.io/
https://seenit.io/
https://seenit.io/
http://www.worldemployerbrandingday.community/
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The spread of COVID-19 has

forced a seismic shift in how,

where and when we work. With

the pressure to kick-start the

economy and get businesses

back trading, organisations will

need to focus on creating a

high-performing workforce.

Three key areas to focus on

include:

1. Ask yourself some
important questions
With changes in the way both

employees and customers

expect to engage with

organisations, companies must

ask themselves: How do we

address employee expectations

and new ways of working? How

can we rally people towards our

purpose and values? How do

we motivate, engage and

empower our workforce and

how do we continue to promote

a performance culture and

retain a competitive edge?

2. Plan for the future
To do this, IC, HR, Employer

Branding and importantly, the 

C-Suite needs to plan effectively

for the future, or ‘next normal’ in

operational terms, and bring

plans to life for employees; with

clarity, reassurance and

empathy.

IC,  HR, Employer
Branding and
importantly,  the 
C-Suite needs to
plan effect ively for
the future,  or  ‘next
normal’  in
operational  terms,
and bring plans to
l i fe for employees;
with clar ity ,
reassurance and
empathy.

Purpose-consistent actions

that are true to the essence of

the organisation, are

embedded into everything it

does and is meaningful to the

lives of its employees.

Reboarding-reacclimatising

and repatriating people into

the organisation, including the

physical space and their

mental wellbeing.

Experience-use this situation

as an opportunity to review

and possibly reinvent the

employee experience.

Connect and listen to what

people want.

Leadership-building

confidence and trust from the

workforce, customers and

society. Consider authenticity,

a human touch and

supporting middle managers.

Innovation-necessity drives

innovation and as employees

know customers best, enable

a way to capture and action

ideas.  Does the organisation

have the right behaviours and  

mindset to do this?

3. Identify your Workplace
Truths
I’d suggest a good starting point

to developing your five Workplace

Truths is to define the professional

needs that are relevant to all

businesses today, regardless of

size and sector including:

McCANN Synergy
www.synergycreative.co.uk 

 
Nicky Clark

Strategy Director
nicky@synergycreative.co.uk 

+44 (0)117 962 1534
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You must be proactive rather

than reactive. The pandemic

may have peaked, but the

economic impact is just starting

to be felt. The sense of fear,

helplessness and concern that

our people-current and future-

are experiencing can be eased if

we as employer brand leaders,

actually take the lead, and

communicate clearly, and

consistently. 

1. Firstly, consider how your
employer brand is working
inside your business
If it’s limited to a recruitment

tool, then now is the time to

think more broadly. How does

your employer value proposition

impact right across the

employee experience? Think

about how your employer

brand/EVP can make the

experience you give better for

your people-and then put that

thought into practice.

Engagement and advocacy will

increase, as will retention and

productivity. Take this

opportunity to think widely, it

may not happen again soon. 

2. Take what’s special about
your business on the inside,
and make it clear on the
outside too
For brands and businesses,

being truly relevant to your

people is more important than

ever before. 

Tonic
www.tonic-agency.com 

Tom Chesterton
Co-Founder

tom.chesterton@tonic-agency.com
+44 (0) 20 7183 2556

There is  a window of
opportunity r ight
now for brands to
seize the init iat ive
and provide
something
fundamental ly
different or better
than before:  To
move from good
enough to best .

www.worldemployerbrandingday.community
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There is a window of

opportunity right now for brands

to seize the initiative and

provide something

fundamentally different or better

than before: To move from good

enough to best.

Brands need to use their

influence, behaviours,

resources, and capabilities

united under a strong idea. And

evidence it through the talent

proposition (offerings, product,

service), the candidate

experience (touchpoints and

interactions), as well as the

marketing campaign.

3. Don’t go quiet
People are hungry for insight,

support, and information.

Brands that are fast out of the

blocks, providing something

with real, relevant, and added-

value for people, creating a

positive mood, and joining

expectation with delivery, will

benefit: driving brand

preference and loyalty long into

the future. 

http://www.tonic-agency.com/
http://www.worldemployerbrandingday.community/


Actions speak louder than
words
Most career websites claim that

the company looks after

employee well-being, values

health and safety, offers flexible

working, and pioneers new

ways of working and

technology. The current

situation provides a litmus test

for these vague attributes. As

new cases of COVID-19 ease, is

your company demanding

everyone come back to work or

are solutions offered for those

who may have reservations or

risk factors? How are you

supporting parents suffering

under the burden of home-

schooling and home office? Do

office workers have technology

to enable them to work virtually?

Is online training offered? If yes,

congratulations! You have some

new, concrete ‘reasons to

believe’ and should be shouting

about how you are supporting

employees during challenging

times.

Now you see it, now you don’t
Pre-pandemic companies were

on the market with job ads, bold

recruitment campaigns, events,

and Social Media posts, but

things have gone awfully quiet.  

Yet it’s important to keep your

employer brand present, even if

you’re not currently hiring

Employees who feel
engaged and
supported during
these chal lenging
times wi l l  be more
l ikely to advocate
for the company and
be an ambassador of
your brand when the
pandemic is  over .
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because it makes ramping back

up in better times a speedier

and cost-efficient process.

Some examples include: PR

about how employees are

supported through the

pandemic, a case study about a

team pioneering new ways of

working, a corporate

responsibility project by

employees to help those in the

community who need extra

support, or a virtual Q&A event

for future applicants.

You scratch my back, I’ll
scratch yours
Employees who feel engaged

and supported during these

challenging times will be more

likely to advocate for the

company and be an

ambassador of your brand when

the pandemic is over. Employer

brand experts could channel

some of their communication

skills towards internal measures

at the moment, helping equip

leaders to communicate

transparently and with empathy

or organizing virtual employee

engagement events (team

building, wine tasting, sports

classes-the sky is the limit).

Employee engagement and

employer branding go hand in

hand. 

YeaHR! GmbH
www.yeahr.de 

Kristen Herde
CEO

kristen.herde@yeahr.de
+49 172 8182905 
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Three ways employers can take

the lead during the current

changes in the labour market

include:

 

1. Learn from tech companies
They are setting the pace.

Employees can work from home,

in many cases forever. When

Uber and Airbnb let people go

they created sites to advertise

those people to potential

employers. 

 

2. Build your network
Forget location, forget

recruitment as you know it. Build

a network of contacts, alumni,

silver medalists, freelancers, etc.

Anyone and everyone who is

linked to your business,

anywhere in the world, is

important to your brand and to

guard against any major churn

in the labour market.

 

3. Flex
It’s no longer difficult to find

people to employ. The

availability of workers is rising at

the quickest rate since July

2009. Starting pay is falling.

Vacancies are down. 

People available might need a

different recruitment process.

They might not meet all your

criteria. They might be outside

your industry, may require

upskilling, or need to be trained

or retrained. You may need to

change your offer to get them to

join.

But there are people available.

The last time around the

recovery was slow because it

was difficult to match people to

jobs. The more flexible you are

with filling positions, the greater

advantage you’ll have in the

market now and in the long-run.

Recruitment has long been

about sourcing the right people

at the right time. Now it’s also

about having the right tools in

place to recognize the ones who

could become the right people. 

TMP Worldwide 
www.tmp.com

 
Steven Z. Ehrlich

Senior Vice President
steven.ehrlich@tmp.com

https://www.linkedin.com/in/stevenzehrlic
+1.646.926.3464

Forget location,
forget recruitment as
you know it .  Bui ld a
network of  contacts,
alumni,  s i lver
medalists ,
freelancers,  etc .
Anyone and everyone
who is  l inked to your
business,  anywhere
in the world,  is
important to your
brand. . .
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FACT:

67% of candidates 
visit your company 
website before they 

apply for a job.*

Capturing a candidate’s attention is more important  
than ever, and that’s where our technology  

and creative solutions can help.

It begins with TalentBrew. The kind of innovative technology that 
enhances the delivery of your employer brand, empowers you to 

engage with your audience, and aligns with all aspects of a candidate’s 
journey. By tracking every interaction, the TalentBrew platform attracts, 

informs and converts the right candidates at a rate that others can’t 
match. In fact, our clients average 29% more hires year over year.

 
Let us help you tell your story.

* Source: LinkedIn Talent Trends Report.

Learn how TalentBrew can transform your company’s candidate journey.

talentbrew.eu



1. Capitalize on today’s
leaders awareness and spirit
of humanity
One of the benefits (if we may

call it this) of these uncertain

times is the heightened

awareness of leaders in caring

for their people and securing

engagement in the new

distance economy. Open a

strategic dialogue on how to

keep this spirit of care, empathy

and appreciation alive in the

years to come as a solid

fundament of human centric

employment.

2. Innovate the next ‘newest
way’ of working
When we miss out on parts of

the physical employment

experience (e.g. colleagues to

hang out with, workspace,

coffee, dynamism, etc.), we will

fail to build the emotional bond

of working together intensely. 

Practicing innovative

combinations of online

meetings with very social,

explorative, emotional

gatherings will facilitate human

connections and human

creativity to flourish and help us

to reinvent the employer brand

experience. 

3. Leadership development for
all
The fundamentals of thriving in

this COVID-VUCA (volatile,

uncertain, complex and

ambiguous) world is self-

knowledge and self-leadership.

People that find a solid base in

who they are, know what they

like, what they’re good at, or not,

also know what they want to do,

and what they don’t. We need to

align everyone’s personal

strengths to win. It will be

clearer who you are and who

you want to associate. Building

working relationships for

success will unleash the true

essence of employer branding.

Finding your identity brings the

anchor and compass to

navigate the waves of time.

Excellent employers help their

people to find their root, give

them freedom and

responsibilities, and in doing so,

release the potential of

unlimited entrepreneurial

powers of every human!
Clubgeist

www.clubgeistbvh.nl

Ton Rodenburg, 
Strategy Director

ton@clubgeist.com
0031654373801

Practic ing innovative
combinations of
onl ine meetings with
very social ,
explorative,
emotional  gatherings
wil l  faci l i tate human
connections and
human creativ ity  to
f lourish and help us
to reinvent the
employer brand
experience.
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The pandemic has affected not

only people’s health but

companies’ health as well. The

question is: “What are the top 3

priorities of employer branding

in these times?”

First: Master the art of
communication
Pay strong attention to your

internal and external

communication strategy. Plan

your message, be transparent,

honest and systematic. Prepare

your leaders to deal with the

situation. Collect FAQ’s and

answer them honestly - “Stop

annoying your people with

corporate bull@#@#”. Help your

leaders to make their voice

heard and choose your tools

wisely - use videos, short text,

and infographics. 

Second: Connect and unite
your colleagues
While separated in their homes

and experiencing isolation you

still have to find a way to

connect with your people as an

HR professional/leader. Collect

all important information into

one place and create certainty in

uncertain times. Create a stable

platform for your

communication, learning and

development. Organise your

online education materials.  

Also, don’t forget about having

fun - involve everyone in online

activities after working hours.

Most importantly, remember

your team hasn’t disappeared,

the environment has changed

and we all have to adapt.

Third: Design your reboarding
employee experience
Prepare for people returning to

the office by providing a safe

environment, the right

equipment and safety

operational policies. Make sure

your colleagues have access to

important information they need

in order to begin getting used to

the new normal. Always be

aware of the newest

governmental regulations and

act as a responsible employer.

Keep going. Do what you have

to do in order to keep your

employer brand healthy. If you

can find the way to help leaders

TODAY to Connect & Unite, your

team will survive, your budget

will survive, and your employer

brand will survive.

You cannot switch off your

Employer Brand! 

www.brandfizz.hu
 

Ádám Horváth, Chief Sparkle Officer
adam@brandfizz.hu

+36 20 77 29 312
 

Anita Zvezdovics, Chief Fizz Officer
anita@brandfizz.hu

+ 36 70 51 09 140

Plan your message,
be transparent,
honest and
systematic .  Prepare
your leaders to deal
with the s ituation.
Col lect  FAQ’s and
answer them
honestly  -  “Stop
annoying your
people with
corporate
bul l@#@#”
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Prioritising employee well-
being and safety
Companies that reacted in a

“profits first” approach to the

pandemic and chose not to

prioritise the safety of their

employees have suffered severe

damage to their employer

brand. Organisations have a

strict duty of care to look after

the physical and mental health

of their employees, whether

they are working on site,

remotely or are furloughed.

Companies that prioritised this

will see a stronger employer

brand emerge after the  

COVID-19 pandemic.

Communicating the actions
you take transparently
Take the opportunity to share

employee stories and employer

brand insights that highlight

how your company is adapting

and working throughout the

pandemic. This could include

positive insights (e.g. how your

team has adapted to a remote

working culture), but don’t be

afraid to speak up about the

difficulties you have faced

either. 

For example, many brands that

have been forced to lay-off

employees have been praised

for the support they have

offered to help their people find

new opportunities, showing

employer brand strength at one

of the most difficult employee

touchpoints there is.

Keeping employees engaged
Engaged employees are more

likely to be advocates for your

employer brand, however the

distance that has been forced

between many of us has caused

communication levels to drop

and engagement levels to

plummet, and this is even more

true for the furloughed

employees who may feel

disconnected from their

colleagues. Reach out to your

employees regularly, and use

technology such as Microsoft

Teams to maintain a virtual line

of communication.

Take the opportunity
to share employee
stories and employer
brand insights that
highl ight how your
company is  adapting
and working
throughout the
pandemic.

JobHoller
www.jobholler.com

Sophie Hopley
Employer Brand Manager

sophie@jobholler.com

Tel: +44 (0) 1244 567 967
Mobile: +44 (0) 7881 244 216
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Be open about the situation
Now is the time for

communications to be relevant,

authentic, clear and regular. It is

not about the quantity of

communications, it is about the

quality. There are still (and will

continue to be) a lot of

unknowns during this time and

it is important that leadership

express their voice and people

feel they can speak up when

they need to, no matter the

context. This is a time when all

voices need to be heard.

Communicate with your
people about solutions
Listen to your people about their

immediate concerns and

explore and discuss with them

solutions to support them. This

may require seeking assistance

from external experts. It is

important you prioritize your

actions so people can trust that

you truly care in assisting them

to find solutions.

Search for commitment
Whilst many companies are

working in essential service

industries and their demand for

talent has been high as have

their growth, there are many

other companies where

revenues have ceased or

significantly slowed as a result

of lockdown restrictions.

As restrictions start to ease,

companies will shift their focus

on re-starting and/or growing

their operations that have

suffered.

This is not a green light to bring

back any bad people practices

that existed before the

pandemic, this is an opportunity

to rethink about how you lead

people to support your growth.

 This will be an important time to

seek commitment from your

people to support you and if it is

necessary to reduce your

workforce due to economic

issues and/or some of your

people think it is time to move

onto another role, it is important

that this is managed in a way

that is reflective of the employer

brand you want to be

remembered for.

Above all, be a decent company. 

This is  not a green
l ight to bring back
any bad people
practices that existed
before the pandemic,
this  is  an opportunity
to rethink about how
you lead people to
support your growth.

Compagnon
www.compagnon.com 

 
Bob Roders

Marketing Manager
broders@compagnon.com

0031 6 50959889
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Predicting the next new
normal
The impacts of this pandemic

will be long-lasting and far-

reaching. Things won’t return to

normal after the COVID-19 crisis.

The pace of change across the

people industry means that

things will never be the same

again. So, what happens next?

Here’s our expert advice on

where to focus.

Employer brand ambassadors
Throughout the last few months

your people have experienced

your employer brand in the

toughest of times. Undoubtedly,

they’ve been impacted by

changes in how they work. That

means keeping honest, yet

positive messages flowing, has

been a big challenge. 

From day one of lockdown,

we’ve been encouraging

organisations to build their

Ambassador communities and

keep them engaged with their

employer brand. Sharing stories

of how they have made it

through this challenging time is

a powerful message to people

inside and outside your

organisation.

Now is  an important
t ime to evaluate your
candidate and
col league experience,
so that you can see
what the focus areas
should be for your
future employer
brand posit ioning.

Measure your employer brand
On that note, how did you do?

Did you manage to keep your

employer brand messages

flowing positively, yet

authentically?

Now is an important time to

evaluate your candidate and

colleague experience, so that

you can see what the focus

areas should be for your future

employer brand positioning.

Evolve your employer brand
Once you have clarity on where

you are now, you can look at the

ways you need to evolve your

employer brand to meet the new

‘normal’. Keeping your people

engaged, and attracting the

people you need, will be critical

now more than ever as the

demand for high performing

people increases.

SMRS
www.smrs.co.uk

 
Sarah Sturgess

Agency Director
sarah.sturgess@smrs.co.uk 

+441612001444
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The growing role of
empowerment and support
from leaders
The transition to work from

home for many employees has

changed the way leaders are

interacting with their teams. This

is a time when the CEO and

senior leaders need to be visible

and show strong leadership that

is required during these

challenging times. It is a time

when senior leaders need to

communicate regularly and

provide clear direction to their

teams in order to ensure there is

no negative impact on the

employer brand. Empowering

employees in their new working

environment will also assist to

build trust and maintain team

connectedness during 

COVID-19 when teams are more

dispersed than ever.

Transformation of employer
brand strategy and focus on
employee engagement
The number of employees in

many areas has decreased and

the focus has shifted to

increasing the involvement, care

and support of employees.

HR-Resource
http://www.hr-res.com

 
Anna Ivanchenko

Founder
info@hr-res.com

+7921-900-0576

Conducting regular
pulse surveys with
employees wi l l  help
to monitor levels  of
engagement and
mood, obtain
feedback on any
diff icult ies they face
or what concerns
them most and also
provide them with
t imely support as
they adapt to new
work practices.
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Conducting regular pulse

surveys with employees will

help to monitor levels of

engagement and mood, obtain

feedback on any difficulties they

face or what concerns them

most and also provide them with

timely support as they adapt to

new work practices.

Adaptation of internal and
external communication
channels
Employer branding is becoming

critical to supporting marketing

and corporate communications

as part of the official COVID-19

emergency response.

It's time to demonstrate the

values that your employer value

proposition supports. Bring your

EVP to life through creative

campaigns that show the

internal and external coherence

of your values (e.g. hotlines,

webinars, online challenges,

cooking master classes for

employees and their families,

etc.) and support your

employees through displaying

behaviours online (and when

they return to the office) that

align with your EVP. 
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1. Employee communications
that build confidence
Pre-pandemic employer

branding activities tended to

lean heavily towards external

communication aimed at

wooing potential employees.

Likewise, leadership

communication was often saved

for grandstand events. However,

during the pandemic, focus is

rightly shifting more to internal

communication, with the goal of

internal confidence-building

rather than external marketing.

Companies have a golden

opportunity to show employees

they are being listened to

through employee surveys (e.g.

how can we help you manage

zoom calls and kids), and to

show leadership as more

present and accessible through

more frequent eye-level

engagement. Internal

communication guided by your

employer values will feel

authentic and build

reassurance.

2. Employee communities that
build self-dependence &
belonging 
Pre-pandemic, organizations

tended to focus on platforms

that promote internal groups

and micro-communities

gathered around personal

interests e.g. running groups,

LGBT groups working with

management for surrogacy,

etc.). With ‘social distancing' 

such a dominant feature of the

pandemic, more room is being

given to platforms that promote

‘social belonging’ and ‘mutual

dependence.’ There is a

crystallization of growing trends

that emphasize authentic,

grassroots sense of belonging

among colleagues, both

professionally and personally,

which really improves one’s

employee experience.

Companies can give employees

the time and the infrastructure to

help promote their own needs

with the goal of facilitating a

better experience (e.g.

employee-led workshops during

lockdown).

3. Social Impact and CSR Inject
a renewed sense of purpose
Pre-pandemic, it was easy for

concepts like ‘global

community’ and ‘social

responsibility’ to feel like

abstract CSR concepts. But the

pandemic has helped affirm

what it means to be part of a

global and local community

whose actions have big

consequences. Especially

during a period where we are in

survival mode, now is a great

opportunity to tie social impact

actions with your employer

branding values, so employees

feel they are working for a

company that is good, does

good, and acts responsibly and

with purpose.

Xtra Mile, Lifecycle Marketing
https://xtra-mile.co.il

 
Sharon Israel

Co-CEO
sharon@xtra-mile.co.il

+972-50-321-3131

Now is  a great
opportunity to t ie
social  impact act ions
with your employer
branding values,  so
employees feel  they
are working for a
company that is
good, does good,
and acts responsibly
and with purpose.
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There are leaders who inspire

us–let’s get them front and

center.

Have Courageous

conversations- and it is ok not

to have the answers. 

Ask what people need. Give

them what they said would

be meaningful. 

People want to help and they

want to know how and how

you’ve done it. 

These are your stories to tell

and they will live on.  

Take a look at your values
They are not just words on the

wall–they are the words that unite

everyone working with you

everywhere. They are the lenses

through which you must base

your actions and decisions.

People will remember this time

period like I remember where I

was when the Twin Towers fell. 

Connect on events that matter
Right now we need to connect at

any cost and while it may be

easier to connect on zoom for a

happy hour, we need to connect

on events that matter. 

There are people who need us.

Provide solutions

We are writing our talent brand
stories today
I have a background in branding-

and I brand cultures. Some call it

employer branding, I call it talent

branding. Whichever name you

choose, it is about curating the

best elements of your culture-the

ones that inspire people to want to

join your organization, stay with it,

and perform at their best. 

I came upon this social post and

wanted to share it with you. It was

related to the coronavirus but

certainly has as much to do with

the recent protests as well. 

Take a look at your
values.  They are not
just  words on the
wall–they are the
words that unite
everyone working
with you everywhere.
They are the lenses
through which you
must base your
actions and
decis ions.

Brandemix
www.brandemix.com

www.brandeblog.com  
 

Jody Ordioni
Chief Brand Officer

branding@brandemix.com
+1 212-947-1001
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Right now we are rewriting our

talent brand and your talent and

future employees will hold you

accountable for the actions you are

taking or not taking to protect the

health, safety and rights of the

people in your organization. 
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Listen to your employees and
focus on what matters
COVID19 forced companies to

take fast actions, which were

driven by gut instinct. Some

miscalculated steps quickly

evoked unprecedented public

attention to employers’ actions

towards their employees. A

positive development is that

companies are now paying

more conscious attention to

how they are treating associates.

But again, quite often they rely

on gut instincts. To not just take

actions, but take the RIGHT

actions, we must not make

assumptions but ask people

what they really need. Focusing

on what is important to them, we

will strengthen trust, and as we

know, trusted employers enjoy

significantly greater loyalty and

higher levels of advocacy.

Reconnect with your purpose
A chemical company switching

production to sanitizers, a

pharma company’s employees

assisting in filling pharma

shelves in supermarkets, a food

packaging company donating

food – just a few examples of

how companies have

demonstrated their place in

society.  

Candidates are looking for

higher purpose. Do not try to

reinvent yourself for the moment

– instead, find opportunities to

demonstrate what you already

stand for.

Think BEYOND the virus
With so much happening and so

many uncertainties, it is

tempting to switch to reactive

mode and respond to emerging,

acute issues. But we should

remember: all our actions today

have an impact on how we will

be judged tomorrow. Put your

actions into perspective and

assess the long-term impact of

short-term decisions. As talent

strategist Gyan Nagpal

suggests: 

“Always solve for the big picture,
not for the problem.” 

Beyond
www.ebandbeyond.com

info@ebandbeyond.hu 
 

Anita Balaton, Founder & Partner
balaton.anita@ebandbeyond.com

+36 20 434 5516 
 

Tamás Nagy, CEO & Partner
nagy.tamas@ebandbeyond.com

+36 20 359 0111

The employer brand
has a great impact
on business
eff ic iency and
results ,  and as such,
must be treated as a
CEO-level ,  strategic
issue.  Top and
middle management
play equal ly
important roles in
the success of  an
employer brand.
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In this historical context of

COVID-19 pandemic, it’s now

more important than ever to

stand together against

unemployment and to use new

technologies as well as the

latest innovations to support

talents looking for jobs. 

Ease the job searching
process
During these trying times, it is

extremely important to support

candidates by easing the access

to your job offers. To do so,

recruiters should rethink their

career websites and use UX

design concepts to make job

offers as visible and accessible

as possible. Efficient tools such

as matching technologies can

be a great way to reach this

goal: it enables you to guide the

candidates through the

vacancies, using their skills and

previous experiences, instead of

only using job titles. 

Make the application process
quicker and smoother
For candidates, there is nothing

more frustrating than filling

never ending application forms

several times a day, especially in

a time where job offers are

scarce and competition among

candidates is very high.  

Developing an innovative and

efficient application process can

be a very good way to

differentiate yourself and to gain

candidates’ trust. Parsing

technologies are a smart way to

do this-It allows the extraction of

potential candidates’ data from

their résumé to pre-fill

application forms and push it

directly into your ATS.

Promote internal mobility
The pandemic gives rise to

many questions and worries

among workers: “Will there be a

redundancy plan? Am I

threatened? What will the future

hold?” It is extremely important

to reassure your co-workers and

be by their side during this

period. To this end, promoting

internal mobility can be highly

effective-It brings back

confidence among workers

about the future of the company

and it strengthens the feeling of

belonging that may have been

threatened during the

quarantine and social distancing

phase. 
CVCatcher

www.cvcatcher.io
 

Olivier Thomazo
Associate director

olivier@cvcatcher.io 
06 25 96 09 53

In 2020, your
candidates expect to
f ind jobs using their
CVs,  but also to
receive relevant
suggest ions and to
f ind pictures and
videos of  potential
employers and their
off ices.  Art i f ic ial
Intel l igence and
smart matching
algorithms are vital
tools  to transform
your s ite v is i tors into
candidates!
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“Listen, Learn and Nurture”
A simple and cost-effective

approach to skyrocket your

organization’s performance

The current pandemic is without

precedent. Resulting in a global

crisis, forcing everybody to re-

think our economic, social,

political, health-even ethic

models, fast.

In times of crisis, feelings of

uncertainty, fear, vulnerability

take over. At times like this,

organizations have a

responsibility towards their

people to respond to these

feelings.

The ”Listen, Learn and Nurture”

approach helps organizations

show their people their is light at

the end of the tunnel – simply

and cost-effectively.

Listen –“Give me a shout”–
continuous anonymous
internal survey
Now more than ever it’s crucial

to listen to your employees.

Establish a forum to share their

fears, feelings, thoughts,

initiatives. This will create a

sense of community and

belonging. Apart from the

feeling that they count.  

We need to bui ld our
employer brand with
our people at the
heart ,  understanding
and integrating their
key values and
needs.  With al l  the
digital  tools  and
possibi l i t ies at  our
disposal  there is  no
excuse not to do so.
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Learn –“First Responders”–
empower collective solutions
finding
Empower key advocates and

opinion leaders across your

organization, from different

areas, different countries in

different roles. Allow “First

Responders” to continuously

monitor the survey and translate

the input into tangible, relevant

and viable solutions.

Nurture–“Boy Scouts”– walk
the talk
Actions speak louder than

words. Thus, build small groups

of people translating the defined

plans into action. Make sure the

plans are attainable and allow

for quick-wins. Share these little

success stories to create

momentum and motivation

within the organization–literally

putting the smile back into

people’s faces.

After all, it is proven that

increasing employer satisfaction

by 1%–employees smiles–will

skyrocket your organization’s

performance–putting a smile on

to your face too. 

Medio Segundo
www.mediosegundo.com 

 
Helena Serrano

Founder & International Talent Hunter
helena@mediosegundo.com
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What is the purpose /

meaning of our company's

existence (mission)?

What does our company

want to achieve in the long

run (vision)?

What is unique and

differentiates our company

in what it offers to its

people? (Employer Value

Proposition)?

1. Provide clarity on the road
ahead
Companies will need to

encourage their people and

develop strategies to motivate

and guide them. 

They should provide clarity on

their intentions and plans by

answering questions such as:

2. Show your people the way
forward
In the first weeks of quarantine,

the increased rate of immediate,

and tactical adjustments was

understandable. Now, as we

gain a better understanding of

the virus, its impacts and how it

should be managed, there is a

growing need to see life beyond

the end of this year.

Provide a plan for how your

company will navigate its way

forward and support employees

to return the company to

stability and future growth. 

Provide people with security

and peace of mind by showing

them the way to the new normal.

3. Establish a culture of
responsibilities across teams
When plans are not connected

with a clear who-what-when-

how plan, the plans are just

hallucinations. In the coming

months, there will be far less

room for companies who

struggle to clearly establish

responsibility across their teams.

When people are involved in

building plans and feel

motivated to take part in and

implement them, their chances

of success will be several times

higher. And this is nothing new -

companies needed it before the

pandemic and will need it after

it.

And some final words…………

“If you look at the financial
statements, you'll see how you've
been in the past. If you look into
the corporate culture, you’ll see
how you’ll do in the years to
come.” 

Provide a plan for
how your company
wil l  navigate i ts  way
forward and support
employees to return
the company to
stabi l i ty  and future
growth.  Provide
people with security
and peace of  mind
by showing them the
way to the new
normal.
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BrandBakers
www.brandbakers.cz 

 
Petr Hovorka

Employer Brand Baker / Partner
petr.hovorka@brandbakers.cz
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1. Culture eats strategy for
breakfast
In times of crisis it all comes

down to what we value the

most. Effective and sustainable

Employer Brands are not made

up. They are rooted in the core

of what binds you as a group of

people. It truly is all about your

culture. Don’t think of a

pandemic-strategy, rely on your

culture.

2. Reinvent your Employer
Brand
Employer Brands are

fundamental in that they

communicate the identity of

your organization. But that

doesn’t mean that your

Employer Brand is static and

cannot change. Quite the

contrary. Being in a pandemic

also means coming up with new

insights. Use these insights to

take your Employer Brand to the

next level.

3. Value creativity
Outstanding Employer Brands

stand out because of their

creativity. They have the power

to surprise us, shift our

perspective and above all

inspire us. And we need that to

work our way through a

pandemic together. It’s

creativity that makes us feel

connected, share emotions and

work towards goals. It’s

creativity that moves us.

Outstanding
Employer Brands
stand out because of
their  creativ ity .  They
have the power to
surprise us,  shift  our
perspective and
above al l  inspire us.
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We turn employers into brands

Steam

www.steam.nl/en

Jari Kloppenburg

Strategy Director

jari@steam.nl

+31 20 6972171
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RPO | CANDIDATE ATTRACTION | EMPLOYER BRANDING | ASSESSMENT | SOURCING

We help the world’s leading 
brands become first choice 
employers.

At PeopleScout we get under the 
skin of what you really need, we 
put the science behind the magic 
to design and build employer 
brand solutions and experiences 
that help you recruit and retain 
the best talent – now and in the 
future.

Find out how we can 
help deliver your 
Employer Brand 
differently.

Contact:  
robert.peasnell 
@peoplescout.co.uk



Enrol today at

www.employerbrandingcollege.com/enrol

& certify to the global standard

http://www.employerbrandingcollege.com/enrol

